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he screen business is characterized by business processes with high demands for creativity and flexibility. These processes span a value chain consisting of four major phases: development, preproduction, production, and post-production. The production phase involves many stakeholders and is usually the most expensive. Most cast and crew are contracted during production, for example, and additional costs are associated with renting equipment, such as cameras, cranes, and action vehicles.
The production process includes daily shooting activities, including acting, camera work, and sound recording, that occur over weeks or months. These activities are interdependent and involve heterogeneous data, such as logs and technical notes, timesheets for cast and crew, daily shooting progress reports, next-day's shooting schedule, and revisions of cast, crew, and locations.
At present, shooting is a highly manual activity. It involves processing large amounts of data daily and coordinating many geographically distributed stakeholders, which is time-consuming and error-prone. Not surprisingly, delays in the schedule are frequent. For example, the production manager -who ensures that all departments operate within the budget and time constraints -must often wait until the day after a shoot to finish the previous day's progress report because other stakeholders have met delays in completing the on-set documents. An opportunity thus exists for optimizing and automating film production processes to reduce production costs. Moreover, by saving time otherwise spent in costly and tedious activities, the production team can invest more in creative activities, like the shooting, thus increasing the final product's quality.
Despite its potential benefits, no one has yet explored using workflow management for film production. Major challenges that hinder the application of workflow systems in this domain include the variety of independent entities involved, stakeholders' distribution and mobility, the degree of data heterogeneity, and the need for a high degree of flexibility.
These requirements closely match those that Web-scale workflow management is meant to fulfill.
1 Indeed, Web-scale workflows promote the encapsulation of capabilities as Web services with self-described and openly accessible interfaces, in line with the principles of serviceoriented architectures (SOAs). We can compose and orchestrate these independent services via a workflow system that is itself structured according to SOA principles -in particular, loose coupling, implementation neutrality, and long lifetimes.
2 The resulting Web-scale workflow architecture naturally supports coordinating independent and distributed entities, while the use of XML across the architecture addresses the data heterogeneity requirement. Furthermore, we can achieve flexibility by designing workflow models that impose as few restrictions as possible on task ordering, and by exploiting advanced task management features such as delegating and reallocating work items.
In this article, we articulate the results of a hands-on investigation into automating film production processes using an open source workflow management system called Yet Another Workflow Language (YAWL).
3 This ongoing work has led us to develop an application platform that exploits Web-scale workflow principles to coordinate work distribution within production teams, automate the daily collection of documents and data, generate reports, ensure data synchronization across different (disconnected) nodes, and document experiences gained in a production project (especially with respect to exception resolution) for reuse in future projects.
The YAWL System
YAWL is structured according to SOA principles. It consists of several independent Representational State Transfer, or RESTful, services that expose endpoints accessible through standard technology -POX (Plain Old XML) over HTTP. The architecture Figure 1 shows follows a multi-tier model in which services composing the workflow system
form a coordination layer blended between the traditional data and business logic layers.
The core service is the workflow engine, which creates and routes work items according to a YAWL process model and manages the coordination data (such as active tasks and execution traces). A work item is an instantiation of a task in a process model, together with its associated data. The workflow engine routes work items either to a user (manual task) or to software applications exposed as services in the coordination layer (automatic task).
The worklist handler is responsible for offering and allocating manual work items to users and transferring the associated data. This service provides an interface through which users can query the set of active work items, check them out (indicating the start of the work), and check them in (indicating work completion). Because communication with the worklist handler (as well as other services in the YAWL system) occurs via XML, developers can build customized Web applications on top of the worklist handler to expose work lists and work items to end users. The system ships with a default renderer that generates Web forms with a basic layout. Alternatively, developers can combine the forms connector service with the worklist handler to enable connections to custom-made Web forms. They can also delegate the organization and storage of data entries to a document management service.
YAWL routes manual work items using a role-based access-control mechanism handled via the resource service and based on the taskrole associations specified in the process model. Roles and their capabilities are defined in an organization model and can be loaded to the resource service via an administration interface. Although a work item can be offered to many users based on their specific roles, capabilities, and positions, only one eligible user can check out the work item at a time. Also, the resource service allows users to delegate or reallocate a checked-out work item.
Data that users enter through a Web form is validated by the data handler, a service that also provides data manipulation and aggregation capabilities. For example, the data handler can generate reports by aggregating data from multiple work items. Aggregation functions are defined as XQuery expressions.
The worklet service lets users dynamically change the process model at runtime by plug-Web-Scale Workflows for Film Production ging in self-contained sub-processes (called worklets) drawn from a repository. This capability, offered via the worklet interface, handles both expected and unexpected exceptions and stores information that lets users better deal with such exceptions on future occasions.
Why YAWL?
In the screen business, information needs to be available to the production team at the right time and with a professional look and feel. YAWL, based on insights gained from workflow patterns research 4 and on concepts from Petri nets, can capture sophisticated order dependencies among tasks.
The production process involves many stakeholders and uses complex data that need to be validated, analyzed, and aggregated for decision making and report generation. The YAWL system offers such capabilities and provides a resource service that supports complex resource allocation policies. Moreover, by relying on the interfaces of the various YAWL services, users can seamlessly achieve integration with thirdparty applications (such as a script-editing application), in line with the principles of Webscale workflow management.
Stakeholders in film production usually operate in distributed environments in which some nodes might be inaccessible due to a lack of connectivity. For example, while shooting in rural areas, the units might not be able to easily communicate with a central production office. YAWL allows the deployment of distributed workflow specifications and the manual or semiautomated synchronization thereof.
As an alternative to YAWL, we could have considered using a workflow engine based on the Web Services Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL), 5 which by itself doesn't support resource allocation or task management and rendering. These features fall to two WS-BPEL extensions, BPEL4People and WSHumanTask, 6 which were still under debate at The Production Process Model Figure 2 shows a YAWL model capturing a film production process. Rectangles designate tasks, with icons indicating whether those tasks are manual or automatic. A task without an icon is an "empty" task that appears only for routing purposes. Tasks might also have decorators that denote how the flow of control from multiple incoming branches merges prior to the task's execution ( join decorators) and conversely, how the flow of control splits into multiple outgoing branches after task execution (split decorators). Tasks have three types of decorators: AND decorators -that is, AND-splits and AND-joins -which denote the creation and synchronization of parallel threads; XOR decorators corresponding to alternative branches; and OR decorators that behave either as an AND or as an XOR decorator, depending on the context.
In Figure 2 , an instance of the process model begins with collecting documents (including the cast list, crew list, location notes, and shooting schedule) available from the preproduction phase. Next, the shooting process starts and continues to occur daily. Each day, the production crew performs tasks along two main parallel streams. One stream focuses on producing a call sheet, as captured by the flow of tasks starting from begin call sheet to finish call sheet. The production office usually maintains a call sheet 
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-a shooting schedule for a specific day -and sends it out to all cast and crew one day in advance. The production coordinator or production assistant can create a draft call sheet from the shooting schedule, possibly revising it numerous times before it's finalized. Most of these revisions occur due to shooting schedule changes. The other stream is specified by the flow of tasks starting from kick off on-set to distribute DPR (daily progress report). At first, crew members execute tasks on-set to record the logs and technical notes about individual shooting activities into various documents. These include the continuity log and continuity daily, which the continuity person fills, the sound sheet from the sound recordist, the camera sheet from the camera assistant, and the second assistant director (2nd AD) report from the 2nd AD. The corresponding on-set crew might stop filling the continuity log and 2nd AD report in the middle, for instance, for a meal break, and then resume the work afterward. Also, many camera and sound sheets might need to be filled during one shooting day. Once these on-set documents are complete, they are used to generate a DPR that's passed on to the production manager for review. After the review is finished, the production manager sends the DPR to certain crew members such as the producer and executive producer.
It's worth mentioning how the OR-join associated with the end a day task behaves. Before the first shoot day starts, the process executes an instance of the call sheet branch to produce the first day's call sheet. Because it's the only active incoming branch to the end a day task, the process will perform this task once the call sheet has completed, without waiting for a completed DPR. In this case, the OR-join behaves like an XOR-join. On the other hand, if both the call sheet and DPR branches are active, the ORjoin behaves like an AND-join.
Data Handling
In YAWL, all data is represented in XML. Working data is stored in process variables whose type is specified using XML Schema. At runtime, when a work item is checked out, the YAWL engine supplies data to it, and upon completion, the work item might produce new data. The data the work item consumes and produces is captured via input and output parameters. Figure 3 shows that the task update call sheet has three parameters: GeneralInfo (input only), CallSheetInfo (input and output) and Finalise (output only). When a work item of type update call sheet is checked out, the engine determines its input parameter values from the contents of the process variables using a set of inbound mappings, which are defined using the XQuery language. An example of the data inbound mappings might extract is shown in the shaded box inside the update call sheet task symbol in Figure 3 . Later, when the user checks in the work item, the engine uses the task's output parameters to update one or multiple process variables. The mapping between output parameters and process variables is specified by a set of outbound mappings.
The data that the process instance supplies to the work item populates a Web form for the call sheet (see Figure 4) . Using this form, users can update the call sheet by, for example, inserting "start-of-day notes," and can indicate whether they want to finalize the call sheet (final submission) or keep updating it (partial submission), a decision captured in the parameter Finalise. When the user checks in the work item update call sheet later, the engine stores the updated call sheet and Finalise parameter value in the process variables. It then uses Finalise's value to determine which outgoing flow of the XOR-split it will take.
User Interaction
Most tasks in the film production process are manual, requiring input from users via forms. To support templates used in professional filmmaking, we chose to create custom-made Web forms and link them to the worklist handler via the forms connector service. Figure 4 depicts the Web form for the task update call sheet (see Figure 3) as the production manager would see it in the YAWL interface.
We developed the custom forms using standard Java technology. The user interface dynamically handles item lists that appear in the forms using Ajax, letting users insert or drop items in a lightweight manner. Each form can load an XML file (complying with the work item's schema), save the user input into a local XML file, and submit the form back to the worklist handler once the user has completed it. Upon submission, the documents management service stores a backup copy into the server.
Moreover, each form provides data validation upon save and submission to prevent the user from generating invalid XML documents. This first validation stage, realized via JavaScript on the client side, is interactive: the user interface reports any field within a form that has been filled out with invalid data to the user with suggestions for correction. This function is particularly useful when the forms are very complex and thus error-prone. The second validation stage occurs via default through the server-side engine and isn't interactive. This helps prevent 
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the engine from processing invalid data that would block the process's execution.
Finally, a print function lets users generate a printer-ready document from the Web form that resembles the hard-copy format used in practice in this business. The production manager can then distribute the printed version to the crew members, as with the call sheet shown in Figure  4 , which the YAWL user interface has generated from the Web form for update call sheet. This function relies on XSL transformations to convert the form's XML into HTML.
Pilot Scenarios: Rope Burn and Family Man
The Australian Film Television and Radio School (AFTRS) is the national training and research facility for graduate diploma, masters courses, and short courses in film and TV production. We deployed the YAWL system for automating the film production process on two film production projects in AFTRS in 2007.
Project 1, Rope Burn, was a three-day shoot in-studio with 30 on-set crew, six cast members, and six production office crew. The office was run by a professional production manager and supervised by a student producer. Project 2, Family Man, was a three-day shoot on location and in-studio with 35 crew, five cast members, and four production office crew. The school contracted a semi-professional production manager who was supervised by a student producer. In both projects, the connection for communication between the production office and shooting unit was available all the time via wired and wireless networks, as Figure 5a shows. For hardware set up, on-set crew members, the continuity person, and the 2nd AD used both laptops and tablet PCs (with stylus-enabled user input). (In both projects, camera and sound students weren't part of the testing, and the system supervisor and technical assistant entered their data manually into the system.)
In both productions, the YAWL system shadowed the process of call sheet generation, DPR generation, and cast and crew database update. For Rope Burn, the crew used the system on-set alongside the traditional paper method of data capture for both the continuity person and the 2nd AD; for Family Man, the system totally replaced the paper method for the continuity person and the 2nd AD.
Feedback from both projects indicated that the system would save time and create more precise documentation:
I have managed over a dozen productions offices, and the amount of time this device [the YAWL system] could save is incredible. Seeing the system up and running makes me realize how manual and laborious many of the activities are in any production office.
-Production manager, Rope Burn
I found the electronic form simple and easy to fill in. It was really just the same as using a paper form, but much cleaner and neater, for example, no messy handwriting, smudges, or crumpled paper.
-2nd AD, Family Man
I so often make errors when calculating DPR or even the call sheet; it is much easier to use the tool to double-check figures and ratios.
-Production manager, Family Man
The feedback also indicated that, once users became familiar with the tablet PC, the data input was significantly streamlined:
There is a bit of a knack to filling in the details using an electronic tablet and pen, but with a small amount of practice, I found a way to do it that I was most comfortable with.
-2nd AD, Rope Burn
Writing on the machine should be as fast as handwriting. The system in itself is pretty easy to use.
-Continuity person, Family Man
Finally, the crew members in both projects indicated that the more information they could store, such as scripts and schedules, the more useful the tool could become. Such feedback suggests that the YAWL system should be used right from the preproduction phase -for example, during script reading and schedule editing -so that users can exploit information gathered during preproduction to better coordinate the production phase.
Ready for Feature Length
The next YAWL deployment project will be for a medium-budget, live-action feature film to be shot in the near future. The entire shooting block will occur in the Australian outback. The production office will be set up in the nearest country town, and a mobile unit will be employed for shooting on location.
Because the designated location has no standard Internet or phone coverage to facilitate communication between the production office and the shooting unit, relying on a single workflow system won't be possible. Indeed, given the budget constraints, it's not feasible to set up a dedicated wireless connection to cover the whole area between the production office and the unit -which can be up to 50 km away.
Thus, we must revise the infrastructure used for the projects at AFTRS. Instead of deploying a single centralized YAWL system, we'll deploy two: one at the production office and one at the shooting location. Deploying two YAWL systems implies executing two instances of the production process model (one in each system). Every shooting day, the instance running at the production office will be directly responsible for producing the call sheet and the review and distributing the DPR, whereas the instance running at the shooting unit will be responsible for coordinating the completion of the shooting documents and generating the DPR.
These two process instances are dependent on each other because the former requires the DPR for revision and distribution, whereas the latter requires the call sheet to prepare the shooting documents the unit crew must fill out. Thus, daily synchronization between the two process instances must occur at tasks kick off on-set (where the unit needs the call sheet from the day before) and review DPR (where the production office needs the current day's DPR). Specifically, the YAWL system running at the shooting site will execute all tasks between kick off on-set and review DPR offline at the shooting location, and their execution logs will be replayed back at the production office after each shooting day, so that the YAWL system in the production office gets all the data gathered during the shooting day. The YAWL system in the production office will then perform several tasks in the evening, and the YAWL system running at the shooting site will replay the execution logs of those tasks the next morning. These operations are possible via the YAWL engine's log replay functionality, which allows users to bring the engine's execution state to a given state by replaying logs.
Logistically, a courier will physically bring the execution logs from the shooting unit to the production office at the end of every shooting day, and one will bring the logs from the production office back to the unit the morning after that before starting the new shooting session. Figure 5b illustrates this scenario.
O ver the course of this project, we've extended the core YAWL system with several additional modules tailored to the needs of the film production industry, including customized renderers, form generators, report generators, and data synchronization modules. We're incrementally packaging these additional modules into an application platform, called YAWL4Film, that supports the manifold requirements of film production processes by following the Webscale workflow principles.
We're now turning our attention to other phases of the screen business value chain, particularly preproduction. Also, we envisage deploying the YAWL4Film platform in the context of high-budget production projects, in which we expect an increased demand for supporting autonomy and flexibility. For example, Hollywood movies usually involve multiple production teams spread across multiple locations and employing several shooting units.
One particularity of the screen business, when compared to traditional application domains that use workflow technology, is that each production project requires different process models. Processes for medium-budget film production have commonalities with lowbudget and high-budget ones, but they also have important differences. High-budget film productions typically feature multiple shoot-
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ing units, extended schedules, and more crew members. This would imply that we must generate one schedule and one DPR for each unit and extend the organizational model associated with the process. Production projects for TV also share commonalities with those for cinema, while differing in many respects. Other factors, such as the shooting medium, can affect the production process. In the end, it's rare that two production projects follow exactly the same process model. Dealing with this variability while achieving maximum reuse is a major challenge.
With this requirement in mind, we're investigating applying process configuration approaches, 8 which would let us capture variation points in process models and support configuring these points to fit a specific project's needs. Our ongoing work 9 has demonstrated that such approaches can help provide design-time flexibility by capturing variability in high-level process models for film production. However, we must do more work to apply these techniques to the automated generation of executable process models for film production projects.
In the pilot scenarios and the ongoing deployment in a medium-budget film project, we haven't yet encountered a compelling reason to exploit the runtime flexibility YAWL's worklet service offers.
10 However, further experiences as well as broadening our work's scope might provide opportunities for exploring this issue. 
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